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WHEREAS, any official position of the City of Los Angeles with respect to legislation, rules, regulations 
or policies proposed to or pending before a local, state or federal governmental body or agency must have first 
been adopted in the form of a Resolution by the City Council with the concurrence of the Mayor; and

WHEREAS, the City of Los Angeles to advance the best interests of its residents has been a place of refuge for 
immigrants and refugees escaping from war, natural disasters and political and economic turmoil in their 
countries of origin; and

WHEREAS, the City of Los Angeles has the largest share of immigrants of any major U.S. city and population 
who despite greatly contributing economically, culturally and socially, to the United States, undergo daily 
attacks; and

WHEREAS, the United States is currently operating under an antiquated and harmful immigration system that 
has not adapted to the needs of economic, climate and demographic realities here at home and globally. Most 
importantly, continuously fails to recognize the full humanity and dignity of immigrants; and

WHEREAS, the last time a legalization program was approved by Congress was in 1986. Thereafter, Congress 
has exclusively focused on enforcement-only policies leading to a broken immigration system characterized by 
the deportation of over twenty million immigrants many accompanied by their U.S. citizen children; and

WHEREAS, since the advent of the current Administration an even more inhumane and chaotic immigration 
landscape has emerged. Since day one, counseled by advisors with ties to white supremacist ideologies, the 
President has weaponized his executive power to further criminalize immigrants, separate families, and 
dismantle the current legal immigration system by a thousand cuts; and

WHEREAS, specifically, he has used his Executive and Administrative power to eliminate existing legal 
protections such as Temporary Protected Status (TPS) and Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), 
subvert the asylum process and shut other doors to refuge by adding obstacles for the lawful migration of poor 
and non-white immigrants; and

WHEREAS, as we enter a new decade, when immigrant communities and their children and families, including 
U.S. citizens, are subject to a constant onslaught of hostility, we must move to reject this destructive framework 
rooted in punitive enforcement and advocate for justice and human rights. We must begin with legalization and 
reimagining a truly fair, inclusive, and equitable immigration system; and

WHEREAS, we respectfully urge that the New Administration utilize its executive powers to provide 
temporary protection for immigrants, until a permanent solution is enacted by Congress, including but not 
limited to a moratorium on deportations, Parole-in-Place; Deferred Enforced Departure; TPS and a modernized 
version of 2012 DACA; and

WHEREAS, we respectfully demand that Congress enact permanent protection for all 11 million migrants, 
providing a pathway to citizenship that is attainable, affordable, expedient, centered on unifying families; 
upholding due process and fairness, and ensuring that future migration is compassionate; and

WHEREAS, the City of Los Angeles must celebrate the contributions of immigrants and recognizes and 
respects their inherent human rights; and ..
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WHEREAS, the Los Angeles City Council reaffirms the City’s commitment to basic human respect and the 
welcoming of immigrants from across the globe, irrespective of their religion, nationality, gender, sexual 
orientation or race; and

WHEREAS, the California Statewide Campaign, Yes! Immigrants Moving Forward is a statewide effort lead by 
immigrant advocacy groups that promotes federal policy proposals directed to the new administration with the 
purpose of uplifting undocumented immigrants;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, with the concurrence of the Mayor, that by the adoption of this 
Resolution, the City of Los Angeles hereby includes in its 2021-22 Federal Legislative Program SUPPORT for 
the California Statewide Campaign, Yes! Immigrants Moving Forward, to urge the Congress and President of 
the United States to pass legislation that provides a permanent solution with a pathway to citizenship for all 11 
million undocumented immigrants.
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